Similar commutative subspace lattices (CSL's) are shown to be unitarily equivalent if certain sublattices (which may be taken to be nests!) are unitarily equivalent and a technical condition is satisfied. This result provides a connection between existing results for arbitrary similarities of countable CSL's and similarities of general CSL's by operators near the identity. One consequence is the generalizaton to CSL's of a theorem of David Pitts on the relationship between similarity and unitary equivalence of nests he calls "injective." Remarks. 1. (ii) is a consequence of (i) when the scalars are complex.
the following work depends upon previously known results about the existence of conditional expectation operators of 7(7/) onto certain subalgebras.
'V denotes a von Neumann subalgebra of B(H) throughout the following exposition. A lattice 7 of projections in B(H) is complete if the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of each subset of 7 is in 7 . A complete lattice of projections which contains 0 and / is a subspace lattice. A subspace lattice 7 which satisfies PQ = QP for all 7 and Q in 7 is a commutative subspace lattice (CSL). A subspace lattice which is linearly ordered is a nest.
Let £P be any set of projections in 7(7/), and let 7 be an invertible element of 7(7/). x& denotes {rp(TP): 7 g &>}. Alg&> denotes {A G 7 ( To apply Proposition 1, we need *F(77*) one-to-one, which is provided by the hypothesis that <P(t/*7) is one-to-one. We conclude that for any Qgx3° , R(U*Q) dR(T~[Q). Thus, for any Pg^, R(U*TP) d 7(7), If there exists a faithful, normal conditional expectation O of V onto the commutant of N, then TV is a subdiagonal nest with <I> the multiplicative expectation [1] . In particular, it is an elementary fact that every countable nest is subdiagonal. We now arrive at the promised generalization of Theorem 5. Proof. Let O be the faithful normal expectation on Ü^.- (7), and assume that t7 is a CSL and there exists a faithful, normal expectation of V onto 31^, (xL). Let N be a 7-Arveson nest for 7. By Theorem 5.8 of [10] , there exists a unitary operator U G V such that UPU* = rp(TP) for all 7 in N. 0> is multiplicative on algNnV, so 0(7*7) and 0(7~ U) are inverse to each other. We may now apply Theorem 1 with 3s = 7 and y% = N to obtain UPU* = rp(TP) for all 7 in 7.
For the converse, suppose that U is a unitary operator in V such that UPU* = rp(TP) for all 7 in 7. Then xL is clearly a CSL, and *F(X) = UQ>(U*XU)U* is the desired faithful normal expectation onto 2i7/-(xL). □ As the hypothesis about the existence of a faithful, normal expectation is satisfied for every countable CSL, the condition that xL is commutative is necessary and sufficient for the existence of the unitary U such that UPU* = rp(TP) for all 7 in 7 when 7 is countable (cf belong to 2¡7 (L) and are one-to-one, then A and A~ belong to alg7. Theorem 1 yields not only results about similarity of special CSL's, but also results about similarity (or operator factorization) of general CSL's by operators "close to the identity." We state the operator factorization form of the most important consequence: Theorem 3 (cf. [5] ). Let L be a CSL contained in V, a von Neumann subalgebra of 7(7/). Let S be an invertible, self-adjoint element of V with S > 0. Assume that S -I -K with K an element of Macaev's ideal. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that S = A* A with A and A~ in algL ¿s that {rp(S P): P G L} is commutative.
Proof. The commutativity condition is necessary by Theorem 1 of [3] . Now assume the commutativity of {rp(S 7): 7 G 7}. By the lemma, there exists an S '"-Arveson nest N for 7 . The theory of [8] as summarized on pp. 101-102 of [7] 
